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Finding a Method

• I used google and typed in “How to find the area of a irregular 
polygon” and found that you can use what is known as the Shoelace 
Formula to calculate this type of area from an article on Wikipedia.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shoelace_formula) I watched a 
youtube video about the formula as well.

• The rest of the methodology for creating the script was taken from 
past exercises in class.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shoelace_formula


First Steps

• First we have to get the module imported.

• Then we create a way to present the data once a function is created.



Creating the Function

• You start off by defining the function.

• Then figure out what kind of math you need. The formula is actually 
pretty simple (almost like the accumulation functions we did in early 
exercises)



• Set values to 0 (because it’s 
summation) INSIDE THE 
FUNCTION

• Unpack the individual tuples for 
x and y and the next x and y

• Define first and last coordinates 
for purposes of the formula. (It 
loops back around.)

• Write the equation INSIDE the 
for loop.

• Area is in absolute value 
because some values will turn 
out negative, there’s no negative 
areas.



• My output looked something like 
this. I had no idea about the units 
so I couldn’t check myself really.

• I think my math may be a bit off so 
I’ll tweak my code before final 
submission. (The shoelace formula 
requires counterclockwise 
cartesian points, and I’m not 
entirely sure the co_bounds
module was set up that way.)



If you somewhat enjoyed this class

• Consider taking app dev. I signed up for it.

• It could potentially help in higher skilled jobs and will especially help 
if you want to pursue research of any kind, because a lot of research 
institutions won’t shell out money for ArcGIS licenses and you have to 
create your own tools for analysis.


